Count Silvester ofSeverndroog (SOS) needs your help to find the Heir
and Heiress to the Throne of Slore, a world beyond worlds beyond
yours or my imagination.
The twins, Cleo and Lemy, Age 14, decided to go intergalactic
travelling and although they are having a great time, Count SOS is
sworn into protecting them from harm or allowing their true identity
to be uncovered.

HOW TO USE
Count SOS calls for help from human specimens from Planet Earth, aged 8-14 who are just at the right
stage of the life cycle of still having imagination and ideas alongside having an IQ high enough to crack
secret codes.
There will be a new episode created every two weeks where Count SOS will fill you in on the twins’ latest
adventure and what is needed to save the day. It could be a code that needs cracking, it could be a design
for a new piece of time travelling equipment.
Each episode is filled with story and activities that us Gamesmasters use to design new escape rooms.
Once we’ve completed Guardians of SLORE we will launch our first…….
ESCAPE! Escape Room Design Competition for Kids - Coming August 2020
Win free group tickets to our Escape Rooms, Win Gamesmaster design sessions. To prepare and learn
new tricks to not let anyone escape your master design, take part in Guardians of Slore.
Mission Completed?
You can apply for prizes throughout. As well as sending your ideas through the portal to Count SOS, please
send pictures of your work to our social media channels or direct to jay@modernfables.com. If I, the
Gamesmaster, deem them worthy of the excellence seal, I will send you a discount voucher to one of our
escape room adventures @ModernFablesUK, @SeverndroogCastle or @Severndroog
If you feel you have what it takes, open Episode 0. Once opened there is no going back - you have signed
up to the Guardian Circle of SLORE to save the Heirs to the Throne of Slore. GOOD LUCK!
The Gamesmaster, ESCAPE

Note for parents:
Please sign up to TDLP mailing list to receive an access link to the game.
You can be as involved as you like as a parent. Feel free to extend imagination by using portals to plant and hide
information and stay one step ahead of your kids! You can play too!
ESCAPE! Is a partnership project produced by TDLP and Modern Fables
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